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ABSTRACT
We calculate, for an open universe, the densities of radiation and matter at large times if the proton
has a lifetime tp of about 1030 years ; we consider the contributions to these densities from the decay of
matter in both clumps and interstellar gas. For times t < tp, we show that proton decay keeps dead
stars at a few kelvins and neutron stars at about 100 K. For t > tp, the energy density of the universe,
for /c < 0 (where k is the geometric constant in the Robertson-Walker metric), is eventually dominated
by the contribution of a very tenuous e+e~ plasma, much too thin for direct e+e~ annihilation and
perhaps too thin for gravitational collapse.
For a closed (cyclical) universe, current ideas in particle physics imply that the baryon to photon
ratio will be identical for each cycle ; thus the effect of entropy production will be to enlarge the cosmic
scale, from cycle to cycle, by a cycle expansion factor a. We compute a, taking into account entropy
production both by stellar nucleosynthesis and by proton decay.
Subject headings: cosmology — elementary particles — nucleosynthesis
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent stimulating articles, Dyson (1979) and
Barrow and Tipler (1978) considered the physical
processes that would occur in the course of the indefinite
future expansion of the universe which is expected on the
basis of current best estimates of the cosmic mass density.
Two subsequent developments have raised the possibility
that their scenario for the death of the universe may have
to be modified: (1) There are some theoretical (see, for
example, Mohapatra and Senjanovic 1980) and experimental (Reines, Sobel, and Pasierb 1980; Lyubimso etal.
1980) indications that neutrinos have mass. If this were
the case, and if the mass values lie in the appropriate
range, the cosmic neutrino background could contain an
energy density sufficient to close the universe, thereby
ruling out the assumption of Dyson and of Barrow and
Tipler of indefinite expansion. (2) As Dyson notes, there
has been growing speculation that the proton may be
unstable (Pati and Salam 1973; Georgi and Glashow
1974; Fritzsch and Minkowski 1975; Gursey, Ramond,
and Sikivie 1976), with a lifetime on the order of 1030
years (Georgi, Quinn, and Weinberg 1974). The speculation is fueled in large measure by the possibility that,
within grand unified models of electroweak and strongly
interacting particles, a finite proton lifetime can be used
to calculate the observed cosmic ratio of baryons to
photons, 10-9±1 (Yoshimura 1978, 1979a, b; Dimopoulous and Susskind 1978, 1979; Toussaint et al 1919;
Weinberg 1979 ; Nanopoulos and Weinberg 1979 ; Handa

and Yoshimura 1978; Kolb and Wolfram 1980, 1981;
Barr, Segre, and Weldon 1980; Yildiz and Cox 1980;
Harvey et al 1981a, b). Several experiments to measure
the proton lifetime are currently under way.
The purpose of this paper is to reinvestigate the nature
of the end of the universe taking into account these
modifications. We consider first the case that development (1) does not obtain while development (2) does.
That is, we consider the case of indefinite expansion of a
universe in which the proton has a lifetime tp on the order
ofTO30 years. For this case, several questions arise, such
as: What happens to the heat from proton decay? How
does the cosmic energy density p vary with time? For
what periods is p matter dominated, and for what periods
is it radiation dominated? What is the fate of the final
e+e~ plasma? What is the effect of the eventual decay of
possible central galactic supermassive black holes?
We assume below that the proton decays, perhaps
through intermediate stages, into positrons and light
neutrals (neutrinos and photons). In § II we first estimate
how many electrons and positrons remain immediately
after nucleon decay and how the energy is distributed
among them. We then consider the effects of proton decay
on surrounding matter; in particular we calculate the
temperatures at which proton decay will maintain white
dwarfs and neutron stars. In § III we calculate p(t) for two
opposite kinds of matter distribution. In § IV we apply
the results to the physical universe and describe briefly
the essential properties of the final e+e~ plasma. Section
IVb contains our outline of the rest of time [under the
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above two hypotheses for p(t)] for the (open) physical
universe.
We turn next, briefly, to the possibility that both
modifications (1) and (2) obtain; that is, we consider the
case that neutrinos have sufficient mass to close the
universe (Cowsik and McClelland 1972; Lee and Weinberg 1977; Dicus, Kolb, and Teplitz 1977) and, at
the same time, the proton is unstable. We assume that
the universe, upon contraction, passes through (or near
to) the point at R ~ T -1 -► 0, where R is the cosmic scale
factor, in a manner consistent with the second law of
thermodynamics: that the total entropy of the universe
does not decrease upon passage through the minimum
radius. With these assumptions, we compute in § V the
entropy generated by stellar burning from hydrogen to
iron and by proton decay, the expansion of the scale
factor, and the increase in the cycle time for successive
cycles in a closed universe with unstable protons. Details
of this computation are reserved for a separate publication. Finally in § VI we summarize our results.
Several other authors have considered the physics of
the closed late universe, although it has perhaps not been
as active an area of speculation as one might expect.
Important contributions of which we are aware include
the following: Tolman (1934) and others (Rees 1969;
Novikov and Zel’dovich 1973; Davies 1974) pointed out
that in a closed cyclical universe the maximum radius
would increase from cycle to cycle. Landsberg and Park
(1975) calculated the cycle expansion factor in a model
universe with dust and radiation in equilibrium. Dicke
and Peebles (1979) have estimated the cycle expansion
factor in a manner similar to that of § V below.
The physics of open universes has been studied by a
number of authors (Davies 1973 ; Islam 1977 ; Barrow and
Tipler 1978; Dyson 1979). Of particular interest is the
theorem of Collins and Hawking (1973) that the set of
parameters for which the universe does not have a
growing anisotropy is of measure zero in the six dimensional parameter space that determines the initial data for
all homogeneous models. From this result they conclude
that the most attractive answer to the isotropy question is
the Dicke-Carter conjecture (Dicke 1961; Carter 1974)
that the (at least approximate) isotropy of our universe is
a result of the fact that out of an ensemble of universes
only those which are isotropic and long-lived can develop
galaxies and hence life. Thus they conclude that our
universe is isotropic because we are here to observe it.
Collins and Hawking show that models with initial
data in the five dimensional /c = 0 subspace tend toward
isotropy. Barrow and Tipler (1978), however, have
studied k = 0 models in detail. They show that radiation
dominated k = 0 models do not satisfy the hypotheses of
Collins and Hawking and, in fact, also enjoy growing
anisotropy. Barrow and Tipler point out that a k = 0
model becomes radiation dominated as black holes decay
and as protons effectively decay through quantum tunneling into micro black holes. They consider a proton
lifetime on the order of the 1045 years calculated by
Zel’dovich (1976,1977). In the present work we consider
the physics of k = —1, isotropic models, leaving the
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modifications caused by anisotropy, if any, to future
work.
We consider a proton lifetime of tp ~ 1030 years. For
t < ip, we calculate the temperatures at which dead stars
are maintained by proton decay. For i > tp we calculate
the properties of the final e+e~ plasma. For k = 0, as
Barrow and Tipler show, the e+e~ plasma decays to
radiation; but, for k = —1, as shown below, the e+e~
plasma is stable. Thus the final dispositions of k = — 1
and k = 0 models are significantly different.
After the completion of this work we received a
Pennsylvania State University preprint by Page and
McKee (1981) on the late evolution of k = 0 Friedmann
universes. They discuss baryon decay and black hole
evaporation in this context. They calculate the luminosity
of massive bodies which absorb their baryon decay fragments. The questions of electron-positron annihilation
and gravitational clumping, which are simply answered
in our (k = — 1 ) model, are explored in detail with careful
treatment of positronium formation, decay, and annihilation. They verify the proposition stated by Barrow and
Tipler that, for k = 0, the final e+e~ plasma annihilates.
Where there is overlap between our papers there does not
appear to be any serious disagreement; in particular they
also conclude that neutron stars would be maintained at a
temperature of approximately 100 K (cf. Feinberg 1981).
II. REMNANTS OF PROTON DECAY
We consider first the proton’s decay products and then
calculate the temperature at which proton decay will
maintain cooling matter.
a) Decay Products
The final result of the decay of a proton is one positron,
possibly one or more electron-positron pairs, and radiation in the form of neutrinos and photons. The numbers
of these final particles and the energy distribution among
them depends on the intermediate stages of the decay. For
example, in the simplest version of SU(5) the branching
ratios are (Machacek 1979) 83% p-+e+X°, 13%
p-+veX+,4% other, where Xo is n°, p°, co, rj9 and X+ is
Tr+, p+. If SU (6) is used for the flavor-spin structure of the
final hadrons, then the exclusive branching ratios are
33% TrV, 17% p°e\ 12% rje+9 25% coe+, 9% ;r+ve, 4%
p+ve, where we have rounded off and ignored minor
decay modes. This is only one of many possibilities. It
could be that the leptons are strongly mixed so that the
dominant decay mode is p-+p+X° or p^vTX + . The
positron eventually produced would then be much less
energetic than those produced from p -+ e+X°.
Some of the baryons in the universe are neutrons,
bound in 4He. If a proton or neutron in this nucleus
decays, the nucleus will be broken up, leaving the remaining neutrons to ß-decay to a low energy electron and a
proton which will eventually decay. One-fourth of the
neutrons will decay directly, however, so branching ratios
for n -> e+X~, n -* veX°, are also needed.
Our results will not be sensitive to the precise branching ratios of the nucleons. Thus we will use the numbers
given above; if they are drastically in error, our qualita-
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live results will not be wrong. Assuming 16% of the
nucleons in the universe are neutrons, and the standard
branching ratios for the decays of r¡, co, p+, p°, n+, n°,
then, on the average, each nucleon decay gives
1.38 positrons with 240 MeV ,
radiation with 562 MeV .
This, combined with the 0.84 electrons per nucleon that
exist before decay, gives charge neutrality. The radiation
is roughly half neutrinos and half photons; 30% of the
proton’s energy goes into each, with 35% going into
positrons.
It should be noted that positrons from the nuclear
decay do not annihilate with the atomic electrons since
the annihilation cross section is on the order of 10“24 cm2
while the atomic electrons are spread over an area
na02 ^ 10“16 cm2.
b) Effects of Proton Decay on Matter Aggregates
If protons decay inside large bodies, the decay energy
will tend to heat the body to an equilibrium temperature
given by
dE
(2.1)
= 4tcR2(jsbT4,
It
where rj is the fraction of the energy of the decay products
that is absorbed. From the discussion of § lia, r¡ is about f
since, even for large bodies, most of the neutrinos escape.
M is the mass of the body, R is the radius, and oSB the
Stefan-Boltzmann constant.
The mean free path of the decay positrons which carry
the largest single contribution to the total energy is given
by
A = M^^^2y)]“1,
(2.2)
where n is the electron number density and the e+e~
annihilation cross section is given by
(7

3

sOj

In (2ye+)
-

(2.3)

where oT = (87r/3)a2/me2 and the Lorentz factor ye+ is in
the range 100-1000. The electrons and photons from the
decay have mean free paths 2' of the same order as that of
the positrons.
For a 1 M0 white dwarf with radius on the order of
4 x 103 km, k is about 2 x 10“5 cm. Thus only 10“13 of
the positrons escape without annihilation so that the
result of proton decay is to release photons which heat the
white dwarf. White dwarfs, in the absence of proton
decay, cool off by radiation according to the relation
— =AnR2aSBT\

(2.4)

For the white dwarf with the parameters above we have
E ~ 1057/cT so that (2.4) integrates to
-^-^3
= 127tR25§Bl0-57(~ 10-27i
T3 r03
k

with T in kelvins and t in seconds. Thus, in the absence of
proton decay, white dwarfs cool to 1 K in about 1020
years. If the white dwarf is heated by proton decay, we
have in (2.1)
dE
dt

0.54 electrons with 86 MeV ,

(2.5);
'

3

/I GeV\(105Vs)

= 6 x 1016 ergs s

1

, (2.6)
\ P /
where tp is the lifetime of the proton, ~ 1037 s. We then
see from (2.1) and (2.5) that proton decay should keep
white dwarfs at about 5 K during the time 1017 years
< t < 1030 years.
Other forms of matter will have temperatures that can
be similarly computed. For example, for the Earth, we
haveM æ 6 x 1027 g, R æ 6 x 108 cm, so that (2.1) gives
T ~ 0.16 K. The densest known objects are neutron
stars ; their radii are on the order of 4¿o as large as white
dwarf radii, but they have similar masses. From (2.1) we
see that, for fixed M, T scales as R“1/2. Thus we have
rNS*20rWD*100K.

(2.7)

They would cool to this temperature, in the absence of
proton decay, in about 1019 years.
Other weak phenomena that would violate baryon
number conservation, such as n-ñ oscillations or
ft + rc -► tt’s or p + p -► tt’s (Mohapatra and Marshak
1980a, b\ Cowsik and Nussinov 1981), if constrained to
lifetimes on the order of 1030 years, will heat matter
aggregates to about the same temperature as proton
decay.
III. OPEN UNIVERSE CALCULATIONS
In this section we first review the kinematics of expansion with k close to — 1, then address two extreme models.
These models are : (1 ) all matter is found in clumps ; (2) all
matter is found in gas. In § IV we apply the calculations to
a model of the real universe.
a) Expansion of the Universe
Einstein’s equations reduce in the standard model
(Weinberg 1972) to
R2 + /c =

(3.1)

where R is the scale length in the Robertson-Walker
metric. The present value of the Hubble constant is
H0 = R0/R0.

(3.2)

The critical value of the present energy density p such that
k in (3.1) is zero is
3H02
(3.3)
Pc = SttG
Let po = Opc. The present best estimate (Schramm and
Steigman 1981) for Q is Q % 0.06, provided there is not a
lot of hidden matter in the universe, such as a cosmic
background of massive neutrinos, as referred to above.
We assume, for this section, that Q is sufficiently small
that the right-hand side of (3.1) can be neglected, relative
to /c = (Ü — 1 )H0 2R0 2, today and in the future. R is given
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by (taking the present time t0 as zero)
R = Rt + R0,

(3.4)
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the ratio of the number of free positrons left to the total
number produced is
V =

where, neglecting Q,
R = H0R0

(3.5)

is constant.
b) Clumpy Universe
We consider first the case that most of the matter in the
universe is, by t ~ 1030 years, in the form of clumps, e g.,
principally dead stars, and, to a lesser extent, planets, and
rocks. The
from proton decay goes, to 1 part in 1013,
into heating matter, i.e., to a good approximation the
result of proton decay is strictly thermal radiation from
matter clumps and neutrinos. We now write down, and
solve, the equations for the cosmic matter and radiation
densities for this case. Note that the equations are
independent of the wavelengths of the emitted radiation.
We have, for baryons,
dPs _
dt -

P_b
Tp

^
R'

Pb

(3.6)

The solution is
Pb = (Pb)o exp ( - t/xp)/R3 ,

(3.7)

in units where today’s radius is 1. The energy density of
electrons is pe = (me/mB)pB so that the total matter density Pm is roughly just pB in (3.7).
The radiation energy density is given by
(3.8)

dt
whose solution is
R*Pr

=

(Pr)o + (Pm)o^t
X [1 - (1 + t/rp) exp (-t/Tp)] .

(3.9)

c. Diffuse Universe
Let us now ignore matter in clumps and ask about the
final disposition of atomic matter. Consider gaseous
matter with density pM = Pe + pB. If this matter is uniformly spread throughout the universe, a positron from
proton decay will not annihilate, as one can see from the
following: The rate for annihilation is given by
dN+
dt

— (va)

N+N.
V

(3.10)

where V is the volume and <r is the annihilation cross
section. Taking the number of positrons N+ equal to the
number of electrons, AT_, using (3.5) for dt, and taking
^

=

0L27l
Jm2 ^ = ^C<Tt ’

1
i+r
<WT>

Wb-»
*»
where Rs is the radius and ns is the number density at 1030
years. With the present number density of 10"5 Q, we
find, at R = oo,
£ ~ 10~42Q .
(3.12)
That is, none of the positrons annihilate.
It is instructive to compare this result with that of
Barrow and Tipler who show that, in a universe with k
equal to zero, the positrons and electrons will annihilate.
Page and McKee find that, for /c = 0, the dominant
process is
+ e~ + e-^> Pn + e, where is positronium
with principal quantum number n; they show that (3.10)
for this process becomes
dt ~

V2 T2m3

+

’

n < nMax,

(3.10')

where the omitted correction terms take into account
ionization and n <-► n'. iVn is the number of positronium
systems with principal quantum number n. In (3.10') for
/c = 0 we have T/Ts~ (RJR)2,nMax ~ (P/Ps)1/2, and with
matter domination by thee~ (P/Ps)3/2.Thuswe
have
oo
cdN±
^-6+5/2 + 4+ 1/2^
3
! N±
The divergence of the integral on the right-hand side
“proves” that N -+0 for the /c = 0 case. This argument
does not, of course, hold for the /c = — 1 case because the
estimates of T, nMax, and t in terms of R are much different.
Returning to the k = —1 case, the positrons (and
electrons), when first produced, will have energies of
several hundred MeV so that they will appear as high
energy radiation until the universe has expanded by a
factor of the decay energy divided by the electron mass ; at
this time they will appear as low energy matter. Let a be
the electron mass divided by the average decay energy per
electron and ß be the same ratio for positrons. Also let^
be the average number of electrons produced per nucleon
decay and fß be the same quantity for positrons. Then
from § Ha we have
a =

ill > fa

=

0.54 ;

The equations governing the behavior of pM and pR in
this scenario are:
dpB __ _ Pb _ 3pBR
dt
Tp
R ’
¿Pedt

R

(3.14a)

+ ^rÂPB(ta)^e(ta),(3.i4b)
m„
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dpe+
dt
dpR
dt

Pb
Tp

3pe+ R
+
R
mB

Tp

5

, (3.14c)

4Pr& _^_L
R
mB Tp

x [ÂPB^ye^) +fßpB(tß)ß*e(tß)] .
(3.i4d)
In (3.14), pß(ia) is the baryon density evaluated at
ia = ai — (1 — a)/R ;

(3.15)

ta is the time at which the universe as 1/a times smaller
than it will be at time t; in (3.14) and (3.15), as above,
lengths are measured in units of the present scale length
R(i0), and the present time, t0, is taken to be zero.
The term
mB

t

needs explanation. Electrons (and positrons) from proton
decay can initially be considered radiation, but if we say
their energy averages me /a, they will become matter when
the universe is 1/a times expanded. Thus the rate of
electron formation is equal to the rate of proton decay
when the universe was 1/a smaller; reduced by 1/a
because the expansion is slower by this factor at the later
time and by an additional 1/a3 because the density is
smaller by this much at the later time. Since the increase
in nonrelativistic electrons in pe - must be matched by a
decrease in relativistic electrons in pR, the term must be
added to pe- and subtracted from pR.
If pB(0) is the baryon density today, and we take
pe+(0) ~ 0, pR(0) ~ 0, and
Pe~ (0) = (me/mB)pB(0)(fß - fa),
then the solutions to (3.14) are
R3Pb = e -tlx
Pb(®)
R3PePb{®)

(3.16a)

-f + f
inB r L h i““pK)]!'

(3.16b)

RjPe+ _ Me , l-exp(-Q ,
Pb(°) mBJ

(3.16c)

RW
Pb{®)

(3.16d)

IV. OPEN UNIVERSE RESULTS
a) Results in the Two Extreme Models
In Figure 1 we give the results for pR and for
Pm = Pb + Pe+ + Pe- f°r the two cases discussed above,
the clumpy and diffuse universes. The graphs show plots

Fig. 1.—Radiation and matter densities in the clumpy and diffuse
universes. Curve A is the matter density in the clumpy universe. Curve B
is the matter density in the diffuse universe. These curves coincide before
proton decay. Curves C and D are the radiation densities in the clumpy
and diffuse universes respectively. There is eventually less radiation in
the diffuse universe because the positrons do not annihilate the electrons; they become matter when they become nonrelativistic, starting at
t ^ lOOip. A transition from matter to radiation domination is indicated
at i ^ ip, and a transition from radiation to matter domination
(occurring only in the diffuse universe) at t ^ 500tp.
of curves for R3Pm/(Pm)o and R3pR/(pM)0 for
10 2 < t/Zp < 104. Curves for both the diffuse and
clumpy universes begin the same. The upper curve is pM.
All matter decays away exponentially in the clumpy
universe. In the diffuse universe, electrons remain as part
of the matter density. Decay positrons, as they become
nonrelativistic, gradually add to the matter density. The
curve that begins lower is pR. The two sets of curves
(clumpy and diffuse) are identical until t ~ 103tp = 1033
years. At this time, in the diffuse universe, positrons drop
out of the radiation density so that pR takes the lower fork
and the atomic universe becomes matter dominated.
b) The Physical Universe
Dyson shows that in times (on the order of 1020 years)
short compared to the lifetime, tp ~ 1030 years, of the
proton, galaxies largely dissolve by means of close collisions between constituents. By the virial theorem, constituents have about 70% of escape velocity; a close
collision can provide the rest. Barrow and Tipler point
out that as galaxies evaporate at their surfaces, their
centers must condense. Dyson estimates, taking into
account this effect, that 90-99% of a galaxy probably
evaporates.
Thus, as a rough guess, the universe at 1030 years can be
taken as a smooth background, composed mostly of dead
stars, with 1 % in the form of atomic hydrogen or helium.
There may, in addition, be large black holes left over from
galactic centers. A very rough estimate of the distribution
of mass among these constituents at 1030 years may be:
(1) dead stars (maintained between a few kelvins and
IGO K by the heat from proton decay—see § lib), 90%;
(2) central galactic supermassive black holes, 9%; (3)
atomic matter (mostly hydrogen), 1 %.
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If we assume this is the composition of the universe,
homogeneously distributed at 10JU years, we can deduce
some features of the subsequent evolution of the universe :
(1) The decay of protons in dead stars will produce a
nonthermal cosmic background of photons and one of
neutrinos with higher energies. (2) At i ~ tp to 10tp this
background will dominate the mass density of the
universe. (3) For t > 10tp, the redshift of radiation energies will make the energy density of the central-galactic
supermassive black holes dominant. (4) For i > 103tp,
the positrons from proton decay form, with the spectator
electrons from the original interstellar neutral H, a low
density nonrelativistic e+e~ plasma. (5) The lifetime of a
spherical, nonrotating black hole radiating as a blackbody from its surface is about 1066(M/Mo)3 years. Thus
the supermassive black holes of 1010 M0 decay away in
about 1096 years. The temperature available to make
decay products is about 5 x 10-6(Mo/M)MeV, somost
of the energy goes into radiation. (6) The radiation from
the black holes is redshifted so that for t > 10100 years, the
tenuous e+e~ plasma is the dominant feature of the
universe.
c) Properties of the e+e Plasma
1. Its antecedent neutral hydrogen is not captured by
the supermassive black holes: If N is the number of
hydrogen atoms in the galaxy, then we have
dN_
dt

(4.1)
gal
We take <7cap = rca2, where a is the black hole Schwarzschild radius, IGM/c2, the relative velocity v is 100 km
s" \ and we take the volume V to be that of our Galaxy,
about 1067 cm3. The Schwarzschild radius a, for
M = 1010 M0, is about 1015 cm. Thus we have
^=10-3°
dt

(4.2)

If the gas were confined in the galaxy for the lifetime of the
proton, it would be captured. Dyson, however, says that
gravitationally bound systems dissolve in about 1019
years by means of close collisions which provide sufficient
escape veolcity. In this case, the gas is distributed
throughout the universe.
2. The e+e~ plasma does not annihilate: We showed,
in (3.11), that there is, by a large margin, no annihilation
in our k = — 1 universe. The density of the plasma at a
time i is
(4,3)
"w~10"“^w"0'
where n0 ~ 10-5Qcm-3 is today’s number density.
3. The e+e~ plasma is too tenuous to thermalize
photons: The photon mean free path is
3
(4.4)
1090 *3 (0 cm ,
m
K W
where we have taken cr ~ 10 25 cm2. Since À is much
larger than 1048 cm, the age of the universe at

t ~ tp~ 1030 years times the velocity of light, essentially
no photons ever scatter off the electrons and positrons
that make up the plasma.
4. the e+e~ plasma frequency is too small to affect
anything we can think of:
3

KT56 * (t,)
R\t)

(4.5)

Thus the plasma frequency is less than 10“28 Hz. In
comparison, the lowest frequency electromagnetic waves
should be the present 3 K background, redshifted to
t = tp; their frequency would be
<*>3K

*(tp) ~ 1CT9
Hz > G)p .
1011 Hz Tp(yr)
1010 yr R(t)
R(t)
(4.6)

Thus, even the present 3 K microwave background is not
affected by the e+e“ plasma.
On the other hand, the plasma frequency
10“ 28[R(TP)/R(t)]3/2 Hz is larger than the expansion rate
of the universe, 10“ 37R(TP)/R(t) s“1 for i/ip < 1018. Thus,
between about 1030 yr and 1048 yr, linear plasma oscillations are possible; after 1048 yr the universe is expanding
too fast for linear plasma oscillations to exist.
5. The e+e~ plasma does not radiate: We estimate
roughly the radiation rate as follows: A beam of charged
particles of mass m (and charge e) incident on a charged
particle of mass m (and charge —e) radiates with a total
effective radiation on the order of
(jEcj) ~ a2

(hcf
~ 4 MeV f2 .
me2

(4.7)

The rate of energy loss for one particle, through collision,
is then
dE
— ~ vn(Ea}

10-

R

MeV s -1

(4.8)

This should be compared with the rate of energy loss
through expansion of the universe :
dE
dt

\mv2

IO"

K(Tp)
R

MeV

(4.9)

The rate of energy loss of the plasma into radiation is
negligible and falling.
6. Thee+e“ gas may not collapse gravitationally : The
Jeans length is the size of a volume of plasma which would
have a gravitational attraction too large for particles at
the gas temperature to escape. It is given by (Weinberg
1972)
{AnGmen),1/2

(4.10)

where n is the number density of electrons and vs is the
speed of sound which we can approximate by (for t > tp)
R(t)

(4.11)
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Lj is then approximately
Lj - 1059

m 1/2

(4.12)
cm .
R^p)
This is at first larger than the distance to the event
horizon, Lc:
(4i3)

so that22gravitational collapse is not possible. However, at
t = 10 Tp, Lj becomes smaller than the distance to the
event horizon, so that gravitational collapse becomes
possible, in principle, at that time. Only a small amount of
collapse is possible by “violent relaxation”; some
mechanism for losing kinetic energy is necessary. Electromagnetic radiation is a possibility, but the rate (4.8)
appears to be too much slower than the rate (4.9) to be
effective in radiating away enough energy to allow gravitational collapse. However, even without collapse, if
gravitationally bound clumps form of a size on the order
of the Jeans length, positronium formation, as discussed
by Page and McKee (1981) for the k = 0 universe, might
proceed much faster than evaporation from the clumps
and could lead to eventual annihilation.
V. CLOSED CYCLICAL UNIVERSE
We treat some of the physics of a closed cyclical
universe in a separate paper (Dicus et al 1981). Here, for
completeness, we review briefly the main ideas of that
treatment. We note at the outset that we have nothing to
contribute to the question of whether and/or how the
universe bounces.
a) Assumptions
Our assumptions are:
1. The universe is homogeneous and isotropic, and
Einstein’s equations reduce to
k2 + l=^GpR2.

(5.1)

In Dicus et al (1981) we note some of the modifications to
the results below that could result from significant anisotropy. We assume that 1 is much less than the right-hand
side of (5.1) for t < il5 where tx is the time at which the
energy density of matter is equal to that of radiation.
2. We assume that the universe reaches a sufficiently
high temperature in each cycle that np/ny, the baryon to
photon ratio ( ~ 10” 9), is generated by ACP =/= 0, AÆ 0,
nonequilibrium reactions (see references quoted in the
Introduction) and its value is determined by elementary
particle parameters. Thus np/ny has the same value for
every cycle, and galaxy and star formation are similar in
each cycle of period tc greater than, say, 109 years.
3. We take H0 = R0/R0 = 10"loko yr"1 with 0.4 <
h0 < 1.0 (Schramm and Steigman 1981). The subscript
zero refers to a present day value. We close the universe
by taking
/3V = pc = 2 x 10~29ho2 g cm-3 .
(5.2)

The motivation for this stems from recent theoretical and
experimental indications of nonzero mass for neutrinos.
We take QN = 0.1 in pN = QNpc. Q = QN + Clv= 1.1
implies for the present cycle tc ä 1012 years. Our numerical results for the cycle expansion factor are not too
sensitive to, and can be easily modified to other values of,
and Qv.
4. We assume that radiation is generated by hydrogen
burning in stars and by proton decay. We have for the
entropy density S(t),
S(t) =

Py(t)/Teq,

(5.3)

where Teq is the temperature the photon sea would have if
all photons were thermalized. Note that photons generated when the universe is near its maximum radius are the
most important source of entropy. This follows from the
fact that when a photon is eventually (during contraction)
thermalized, it contributes an amount of entropy equal to
hv/kTp, where Tp is the blackbody temperature at the time
it was produced.
5. Consistent with assumption (4) above, we assume
no entropy is produced (or destroyed) during the time the
universe is radiation dominated at the end of one cycle
and the beginning of the next. In Dicus et al. (1981) we
note other possible mechanisms for generating entropy
such as by neutrino or pair production viscosity from
anisotropies (Misner 1968,1969a h;Matzner 1969,1971a,
h, 1972; Matzner and Misner 1972; ZePdovich 1970;
Stewart 1969; Collins and Stewart 1971; Barrow and
Matzner 1977; Hartle and Hu 1980; Hu and Parker 1978)
or by supercooling at phase transitions (Guth and Tye
1980; Guth 1981). Our result for the cycle expansion
factor should therefore be considered a lower bound.
b) Calculations
We calculate here in an abbreviated form, reserving
details for the other paper. Suppose that, starting at
t = il5 when Pm = Pr = p(ti)ß = Pi ß and R =
the
universe expands to JRMax and then contracts. As it
expands and contracts, we have that pM~R~3 and
pR ~ R"4. If no stars burn, then by Einstein’s equation,

the universe will get back to density px when the scale
length R gets back to Rv Note that at R = RMaxwe have
PR(RMax) = (^i/^Max)p Aax)- Now let us see what happens if stars bum. Let us make the simplifying approximation that the stars all burn exactly at .R = RMax. The
density pR is then augmented by the addition of
Pst

= lO-VAax) = 10_3(R1/RMax)p1 .

(5.4)

The energy in radiation from stellar burning, pSt, is
negligible (10“3) compared to that in pM, but it is much
larger than pR, as long as Ri/RMax^ 10“3 which is
certainly true for our cycle.
Now, as the universe contracts, we will have
pSt(R) = pj at a value of R such that
10- 3(Ri/RMax)3Pl(KMax/K)4 = Pi >
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i.e., at

R = R2 = R1(10~3RMax/R1)1/4 .
(5.6)
Thus the universe will be (atR =2R2)t)igger than it was
in the expansion phase; it has the same density Pi that it
had at R = R1 but it now has a radius R = R2 > Ri- (By
our assumption [5] it will have R = R2 when p =
on
the expansion phase of the next cycle.)
c) Results
We call
«^/^(lO-Xta/Ri)1'4
(5-7)
the cycle expansion factor. In a better approximation we
obtain
10" 3 rt2
a4 = 1 + —- JI dt'R(t')6(rH - i')
t1
^ 170/io8/3 ^ 25 ,

with F the volume of the universe. If true, this would lead
to a tremendous increase in entropy and hence scale
length from cycle to cycle,
R2 x 10~15Nb1/3R1 > lO12^!,

(5.8)

where th is the time over which stars convert protons to
iron (th ^ 1011 yr æ tc/10 for the present cycle). One can
show that in the next cycle the Hubble parameter takes on
the same value as in this cycle, but the deceleration
parameter q approaches the critical value (where k = 0)
as
Qi — Qic ~ ~^2 (Qi ~ Qic)

(5-9)

and hence the cycle time grows from cycle to cycle as
Tc(2) = a3Tc(l)^50/io2Tc(l).
(5.10)
20
The above results obtain for 10 yr > tc > th. For
tp> tc> 1020 yr, however, proton decay becomes an
important source of entropy and we find
a4*1017(Tc/T,)5/3.

T = 1014 K (or less if there are supermassive black holes
at the centers of galaxies). Penrose (1979) has conjectured
that the Bekenstein-Hawking formula (Bekenstein 1973,
1974; Hawking 1975) for black hole entropy could be
applicable to the entire universe. In this case the entropy
would be given by
e = kAc3
(5.13)
4hG ’
where
A = 4n(GM/c2)2
and
M = QpcV,

(5.11)
3

For tc > Tp, a grows to values on the order of 10 -104.
Using (5.8) one can write a recursion relation for a
Otf+m = 1 + a« + m-lan + m-2 •••
“ 1) • (5-12)
Thus, looking back in time, each cycle generated less
entropy, had a smaller cycle time, and had a smaller cycle
expansion factor then the cycle that followed it. The
growth in the cycle expansion factor is at first slow; for
example, 40 cycles are necessary for a4 to go from 1.01 to
1.02 and 35 more cycles are needed for a4 to reach 1.10.
Within our approximations it only makes sense to trace
cycles back to where xc is just large enough for hydrogen
burning to occur; this would very roughly be in the range
between tc = 108 yr, for which a4 is 1.0005, and tc = 109
yr, for which a4 is 1.02.
d) Effects of Black Holes
If, as expected, there exist black holes, then, as a closed
universe contracts, they will (1) accrete matter at an
increasing rate and (2) coalesce to form one large black
hole coextensive with the “entire” universe. We calculate
(Dicus et al. 1981) that this will occur at about

(5.14)

80

with Nb > 10 for this cycle. It is not, however, clear that
the Bekenstein-Hawking formula should apply to the
entire universe since its basis is the loss of information
from outside the region of formation of a horizon and, for
the collapse of a closed universe, the “observers” are
inside the horizon that results from black hole
coalescence.
On the other hand, it is not at all clear that a (presently
unknown) mechanism that could cause a bounce could
also prevent the anisotropy and inhomogeneity that
would be expected from the existence of individual
accreting black holes within the global contracting
region.
e) Discussion
Our quantitative assumptions, Qv = 1 and QN = 0.1,
lead to tc ^ 10th for the present cycle and hence relatively
large cycle expansion factors a4 > 25 from now on. Since
the present age of the universe is at least th /10, a4 must be
at least 2.9. For tc < th, the chance of formation of life
would seem to increase from cycle to cycle like R3tc ~ a6,
and for tc > th like R3 ~ oc3. In future cycles with Tc<Tp
those phenomena discussed by Dyson that take place at
times less than tp—detachment of planets from stars and
of stars from galaxies—can occur.
The total energy of the universe at T = Tu
f7r^3(T1)aT14, grows from cycle to cycle like a3. This
results from the fact that the energy density of radiation
varies as Æ-4, while that of matter varies as Æ-3; these
factors, in turn, follow from conservation of the energymomentum tensor (together with the equation of state,
Pm = Pä = iPr)- Thus the increase from cycle to cycle
in total energy appears to violate no conservation law
(see note added in proof).
VI. CONCLUSIONS
If the universe is open and if the proton is unstable, then
eventually the energy density of the universe will be
dominated by a tenuous e+e~ plasma. “Eventually”
means at about (a) 1035 yr or (b) 1098 yr according to
whether (a) the main constituents of the universe are stars
and interstellar gas, or (b) supermassive black holes exist
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or form in galactic centers. For times less than tp, proton
decay will keep white dwarfs at a few kelvins and neutron
stars close to 100 K. The final e+e~ plasma will be too
tenuous for e+e" annihilation and perhaps for gravitational collapse.
If, on the other hand, the universe is closed and cyclical,
its maximum radius will increase in each cycle by the
cycle expansion factor cc = R2/R1. The factor a is calculated in § V in the approximation that hydrogen burning in stars and proton decay are the chief sources of
entropy. (If there are other sources of entropy, then our
calculation provides a lower bound on a.) Under the
assumptions pv = pc and pN = 0Apc this approximation
gives a ~ 2 for the present cycle.
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